
Comments
on Where
people go

General
Comments

RAPID IMPLEMENTATION COMMENTS COMMENTS ABOUT BUSES

Rapid
Implementation
Improvements

are great. Slows
down traffic, at

least on 13th and
Harrison

People slowing
down outside

Monterrey Market -
Rapid

Implementation
Improvements

helping and people
are crossing more

Pulaski

park
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What about bus bulbs,
where traffic must

stop behind the bus
and busses do not

need to pull in and out
of traffic? This seems
to only work for near

side stops.

Maybe do
some color

stuff with the
bump outs

and do some
analysis of it. 

Can accessible
on-street parking

spaces be included as
part of rapid

implementation are
installed?  This could

work considering there
are also bike lanes.

Will sidewalk work for
entire area be

completed as part of
this?  If yes, would

there be an
opportunity to create

ramps up to enter
businesses that are

currently inaccessible?

Include ADA accessible
parking for on street

parking spaces. It's not
required, but there is a

lot of commerce on
13th street and should
be considered. Should
be included in the RII,
maybe look at that?

More rectangular

flashing beacons

at crosswalks to
slow people
down before
intersections

OTHER COMMENTS

Potential
barrier

comments

Orange:
City Staff
or Partner
response

Survey
comments

(as of 10-1-20)
- noted

Intersections

MCTS: Bus shelters: around 100 shelters
owned and maintained by 3rd parties.
Need to place the shelters that MCTS
owns at the most beneficial stops, like
where there are a lot of people waiting

for the bus. Shelters at times are
vandalized. If you see those, call the
customer service 414-937-3218 or

email, tweet, facebook, all social media.
Building and grounds team are sent

out asap, replace the glass sometimes
within a couple days, but at the least

they will clean it up asap. 

Some shelters have a new art

feature. This neighborhood

has maybe two or three with

actual art in them. Seen

throughout the county - a lot

of neighborhoods investing in

this. Low-cost, increase

neighborhood pride. Local
artist is contracted,

produced, and hung up in the

shelter. RideMCTS.com for
more info.

MCTS considering moving bus
stops to far side of
intersections. Many

intersections that MCTS
operates are very busy. Would
the near side bus be a calming
mechanism? Because cars are

prohibited from turning right in
front of the bus. As a rider or a
car driver, what's the best for
this neighborhood: near or far

sided bus stops?

There's a lot of discussion

around Ohio Park about

the bus shelter at 6th

and Ohio, since it is kind

of a cement block grotto

instead of a regular

shelter. I think its kind of

cool, but maybe needs

some art! Needs weed
removal.

MCTS: 80 bus stop at S. 6th &
Ohio, that is a stop without a

crosswalk nearby, so yes, please
be careful when crossing the
street.  With less bus stops to
maintain as a part of MCTS
NEXT's Bus Stop Balancing,

that helps municipalities
attempt to improve and

upgrade all remaining bus stop
with upgraded amenities and

safety features. 

My husband rides

the 80 and walks

across 6th Street at

Ohio which is

difficult because no

one stops and
people can drive

very fast here.

The places I
typically go are

McDonalds,
Ohio Park,

Walgreen and
Zablocki School

I've walked
with my kids
down to the

KK Trail. There
is a lot of trash
on 6th street

I would love to bike
down 6th Street to

the KK River Trail from
south of Oklahoma,

but 6th Street is
terrifying despite the

painted bike lanes

Many parents at
Zablocki would love
to use the bike trails

but either don't
know how to access

them or don't feel
safe using them.

We can organize a
group ride to do

this safely (bike to
trails) through the

Bike Fed, and show
place making signs

for a safer route.
There are a lot of large

trucks that go through the
6th and Oklahoma

intersection too, so there
are just a lot of issues at

6th and Oklahoma
The COVID lines at the

Walgreens are making the
traffic worse there too

Would moving
the bus stop to

the far side
improve traffic at

6th and
Oklahoma?

MCTS: It might improve
traffic during rush hour.

When the bus is stopped
nearside at OK and 6th,

you can't have cars
making right turns. This

causes a queueing of
cars. This would be a

logical far-side relocation
for this bus stop. 

Difficult to make bus stop
accessible. It's a really
tough area. If you're

replacing shelters, they
have to be accessible

shelters and need space to
build, but also space

outside of shelter. Not
much space where it
currently is, on the SE

corner. 

Far-side stop would
make it more

dangerous because
people would just try
to go around. There's
the McDonald's there,

the Walgreens.
People want to turn

9 th Pl and
Oklahoma

identified as a
very dangerous,

high-speed
intersection. 

Euclid and
Ohio

(request for
stoplights)More stop

lights between
Oklahoma and
Morgan. Cars

be traveling up
to 50 mph

We need
something to slow
cars down on 13th
(maybe flashing
slow lights?) and
also 14th (road

bumps?).

13th and Holt
is very

challenging.
There's a lot of
business traffic
at the end too

the traffic
particularly at

the intersection
of 13th & Morgan

is terrible with
reckless driving

The new Ohio
Park is amazing!
Way more kids
out and about
because of it.
Lots of kids of

bikes in the area

 More
lighting, it's
dark along
s. 13th at

night

At Lincoln for bike
camp - bump outs

and RII= super
helpful! Scale of
reckless driving

make trips still feel
impossible.

Bike Fed: Bump outs are

great, but people still pass

on the right. Maybe

coloring certain ones,

during high risk times,

maybe beacons. Beacons

have a high level of

improvement, I think they

help. The bump outs need

some additional thought in

the future. 

Pulaski Park
trail/park is
inaccessible

from the north

(if on wheels)

Consider
far side bus
stop at 18th
and Lincoln

Pedestrian
beacons are

out here
(18th &
Lincoln)

Most people
ride down

Windlake to
get to the

trail 

People speed
and ignore

crosswalks at
16th and
Harrison. 

 light on
lincoln &
cleveland

Could use a
stop light

on 13th and
Lincoln

  13th and
Lincoln should

get Rapid
Implementation

Improvement
installation

Speed bumps
on Harrison

(between 9th
St. & 10th St.)
have been a

godsend

A lot of elderly
folks live near

13th and Harrison
and have a hard

time crossing the
street due to high

speed traffic

 likes to go
to the

garden on
16th and
Harrison

Some sort
of crossing
assistance
on 13th &
Harrison

need speedbumps, stopsigns alongHarrison

ALDI on 13th and
Cleveland needs to
reconfigure their

parking lot leads to
a lot of congestion
and accidents in

intersection

People use 13th
and Cleveland

as a drag racing
place. A light or

a stop sign
could help

there are many
crashes at 13th
and Cleveland,
sight lines are
poor on the

southwest corner

Grocery
store on

13th &
Cleveland

Resident
association
managed

green space

 Glad the

bus stop

was

replaced

Stop sign
somewhere

between 13th
& Cleveland
and 13th &
Oklahoma

Stop light
between

Cleveland and
Oklahoma
could help
slow traffic

Traffic lightneeded on13th andDakota

Traffic lights

on

Manitoba,

and possibly

Dakota.

Most parents
who drop off
their kids at

Zablocki head
north on 11th,
then west on

Manitoba 

consider
pedestrian
signals to

make crossing
Oklahoma

safer

 By Monterey
Market people

seem to be
respecting the

Rapid
Implementation
Improvements

Traffic lights
on

Manitoba,
and possibly

Dakota.

Bump outs have slowed

down people on 13th -

but still speeding and

slamming breaks when

they realize they can't

get around bump outs.

Only have seen two

accidents. People still

don't stop at the

crosswalks. 

it's very
difficult to
cross 13th

and
Manitoba.

13th and
Manitoba

during school
dismissal is very

chaotic and
congested −

consider restricting
parking on the east
side of 13th, south

of Manitoba, to
improve sight lines
for people exiting
Manitoba onto or

across 13th St  

13th &

Oklahoma

need turn

light

I shop at

Monterrey

and Attari

6th
Street

is scary
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